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oRewoRD
by DAviD “Zeb” cook
When I was asked to write an introduction for The Dungeon Alphabet, I could hardly pass it
up. I’m an ex-English teacher and all those wordy conceits – riddles, kennings, and alphabets
– fascinate me. Plus, I’m a game designer with a head deep in the interwoven puzzles of
game systems; the quantifying, enumerating, listing, and naming of things to create paper
realities is in my blood. The Dungeon Alphabet combines my passion for obscure details
and the creation of structures into one elegant package. Basically, I’m a sucker for literary
contrivances.
It also hits my ultimate geekiness – alphabets and tables. They’ve been captivating men
ever since they were invented. There’s a long tradition of alphabetical lists. Mankind – you
and I – have an inborn passion to catalog and organize things. Alphabets have been a

within a single set of symbols, dictionaries of slang, and encyclopedias of places that never existed. The passion to catalog
and analyze can be wonderfully strange.
And then there are tables. As a game designer, I know all too well the damage that can be done by blind adherence to tables. But,
nonetheless, I love them. There is a joy in the enumeration of things, that by listing them you give them life and form. Well-built
they are an inspiration – they become springboards for imagination, sketches that leave you to create the whole. The tables here
are just that, ideas for you, the reader, the DM, the player – the gamer – to play with as you will.
However, The Dungeon Alphabet strikes home for me even more directly. Way back, even before I created games
remember the title or artist.) It fueled my imagination with possibilities and led me to incorporate that fantastic whimsy into
my own games – to want to create worlds with those touches of detail, irony and just out-and-out wonder. Games needed
more magical chains made from cat’s whiskers, shirts without seams, and morosely riddling trolls living under bridges.
Take what is here in the spirit of fun. None of this is meant to be serious. None of this is meant to bind. These are the streams
inspired to create your own alphabet!
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I

nTRoDucTion
by MichAel cuRTis
a dark prison located beneath a medieval castle, a place where ill-kempt prisoners are chained
to dank walls and a hooded executioner stands ready with his instruments of his trade. Ask a
fantasy role-player to describe a dungeon and the results would be much different.

traps, and undiscovered caches of gold, jewels, and magic. A place frequented by daring
heroes, wise wizards, and pious clergymen who hope to escape with both untold riches
and their lives intact, if only to venture into its depths once again. And, while some of these
traits would appear in the accounts of all fantasy gamers, it wouldn’t be long before you’d
notice there were differences in these descriptions. The older gamers might tell of a place
where logic seemed to have taken a holiday, a place where things didn’t always make sense and where anything – furniture,
more rational place where a plausible ecosystem kept the monsters fed, each room and hallway had a purpose, and the
creatures within were always just about equal in power to the adventurers who dared to enter. Both would be correct in their
descriptions, as the older gamers remember the dungeon in its infancy, a time when it had yet to grow sensible and still
reveled in the impetuousness and irrationality of youth. The younger gamers are more familiar with the dungeon that has
grown more staid and plausible with the passage of time, losing some of its more outlandish traits to the slow march of time.
With fantasy role-playing now approaching its fourth decade of life, the dungeon is no longer the unexplored country it was
in its youth. And, like any unexplored land, it has lost its wildness and unpredictability with the arrival of more and more
predictable with familiarity. It is no longer the Wild West or the lawless high seas. It can still be mysterious and dangerous,
but the dew is off the rose.
It is the purpose of this book to turn the clock back a bit, allowing the dungeon and its delvers a chance to revel in the fun
inspiration more varied, and the feeling that anything could be found in the dank halls beneath the ground still permeated
the air. Collected within these pages are twenty-six of the classic trappings that the dungeon has accumulated since the
birth of fantasy role-playing. While the twenty-six included within these pages are by no means a comprehensive collection
of all the stereotypes associated with the dungeon, they are amongst those most commonly encountered by adventurers
in their subterranean explorations.
In addition to collecting these classic dungeon elements in one easy-to-use sourcebook, this supplement also attempts to
look at these overworked characteristics in a somewhat new light, turning the overly-familiar on its ear in order to challenge
and, more importantly, their players.
In order to get the greatest use out of this supplement, it’s best if you be willing to reenter the dungeon with an open mind.
Forget for the time being everything you think you know about how to design a dungeon. Don’t allow yourself to be burdened
with the shackles of plausibility and reality. The dungeon bows to neither of these. Deep within the depths of the earth, the
rules associated with the sunlit lands do not always hold sway and the bizarre becomes the norm. So stop worrying and
could never have taken root in the more modern and mature dungeon of today.
HoW to UsE tHIs sUPPLEmEnt

powers, that which is commonly referred to as “crunch.” The reasons for this are several.
First of all, the dungeon is a big place and there is a lot of ground to cover. In order to squeeze as much as possible into
these pages, the author elected to concentrate more on the ideas than their implementation. Secondly, the role-playing
game hobby has recently undergone some big changes. As a result of these, there are a number of different fantasy
role-playing rule systems being embraced by gamers, even to the point where people are playing different versions of the
same game. As such, to provide hard numbers for one system might make this book less useful to those playing another.
numbers would be dismissive of it roots. No one knows your preferred gaming system, your players, the power levels of their
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Rather than a collection of stats and ready-to-run encounters, this book provides you with the inspiration to create custom
designed challenges and interesting locales to present to your players. As with most things in life, the more work you put
into these encounters, the more reward you and your players will reap from them. But as most referees know, even the
most well developed encounter is meaningless once the adventurers decide to wander off-script and start pursuing courses
of action you hadn’t planned on. In times such as these, the referee often has to rely on his own quick thinking to keep the
is accompanied by a random table to allow the referee to quickly generate something for the characters to confront in the
them into the overall dungeon canvas, but for the moment, it gives you more to work with than another empty 30’ x 30’ room.
As one last note, you will see mentioned within these pages that certain items or events have a probability associated
with them based on dungeon level. This probability is based on the classic ten-level megadungeon complex, with
the first level of the dungeon being roughly equal in power to a party of beginning adventurers and the challenge
increasing the deeper the party descends. If you intend to use this supplement in the construction of a similar
dungeon complex, you can use the dungeon’s actual level as the base for determining the probability for these
events and encounters. If you’re constructing a dungeon for adventurers of higher power, it might be best to use
the average power level of the creatures and challenges encountered on each section of the dungeon as the actual
dungeon level when determining the probability of these events and encounters. Thus, if the first floor of the
dungeon is filled with monsters roughly equal to fourth level in power, treat that level of the dungeon as if it had a
dungeon level of four rather than one.

inTRoDucTion To The ThiRD pRinTing
In the fall of 2008, I ran a weeklong series of posts on my gaming blog, The Society of Torch, Pole and Rope. Intended to
be nothing more than a means for me to organize my thoughts about dungeon design and to identify the classic tropes
of the dungeon crawl, the series was well-received by the old school gaming community and by those whose roots in
the hobby are not quite as ancient. Amongst those readers impressed by my categorizing of dungeon phenomenon was
Joseph Goodman, who approached me with an offer to turn the series into a game supplement. With nearly thirty years of
involvement in the roleplaying hobby and dreams of becoming a professional game designer occupying a large portion of
The Dungeon Alphabet was published in January of 2010 and immediately began attracting attention from gamers
throughout the hobby. Regardless of what fantasy game they played or which edition they preferred, The Dungeon Alphabet
had something to offer players of all stripes and quickly broke down the barriers we gamers are fond of erecting around our
The Dungeon Alphabet sold out, making a
second printing necessary. At the time, The Dungeon Alphabet was one of Goodman Games’ most successful publications,
and interest in the book remains strong. Our story does not end there, however.
In 2011 at the North Texas RPG Convention, The Dungeon Alphabet was awarded the Three Castles Award. And while
convention awards might seem a dime a dozen, the judges’ panel who deemed the book worthy of the trophy was not.
in the industry believe The Dungeon Alphabet deserving of recognition was the culmination of a dream long deferred.
At the start of 2012, it was obvious a third printing of The Dungeon Alphabet was necessary. To commemorate that occasion
and the winning of the Three Castles Award, Goodman Games decided to expanded the book and give me a few more
The Dungeon Alphabet’s debut, writing
several new books for Goodman Games and other RPG publishers. My continued participation in the industry has taught
me a few more dirty tricks, introduced me to new sources of inspiration, and allowed me to keep building on the material
The Dungeon Alphabet. Some of the strange fruit that grew from that fertile soil has now been harvested
previously seen companions.
the amount of territory one can cover in a single book. I hope one day either I or another up-and-coming game designer
writes a Dungeon Encyclopedia that gives the subterranean world the comprehensive coverage it deserves. Until that day
arrives, however, The Dungeon Alphabet
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L

is foR leveRs

and
walls,
these
mechanical devices
are often the cause
of many arguments
amongst adventurers. Pull it or don’t
pull it? These debates usually last until
a monster is drawn to their location
by the intense bickering or a brave
or foolish soul throws the lever to the
dismay of the others. In either case,
the results are rarely uninteresting.
Levers are the litmus test to determine
how courageous or brash a party is,
especially if there are no hints to the
possible consequences of throwing
that lever. Once thrown, an array of
results may confront the party. Hidden
passages are revealed, monsters are
unleashed, traps are sprung, ability
scores rise or fall, electricity arcs across
the chamber, whole Rooms descend,
statues come to life, or simply that
nothing observable occurs are all
common results of a thrown lever.
When stuck for ideas, a referee need do
nothing more than place a lever in the
center of a barren room and wait for the
party to work themselves into a frenzy.

tHIRtY REsULts FoR A PULLEd LEvER
1

Drops gates/portcullises throughout the dungeon level.

16

Causes a useful item to be dispensed.

2

Triggers alarm – monsters come to investigate.

17

Hidden door opens.

3

18

Activates/deactivates trap in another location.

4

Floods room with water.

19

Puller ages 1d20 years.

5

Causes liquids in the room to boil.

20

Whirling vortex carries puller off to some other location.

6

Frees dangerous monsters to prowl the dungeon.

21

Triggers trap in the room.

7

Summons enchanted servant to do the puller’s biding.

22

Saps the spirit of the puller, resulting in loss of 1 random ability point.

8

Infuses puller with spiritual energy. Puller gains 1 random ability point.

23

9

Causes room to descend/ascend.

24

Activates powerful magnets. Armor-clad adventurers incapacitated.

10

Trapdoor opens under party.

25

Nothing happens.

magic items in the room.

11

Activates self-destruct sequence.

26

A magical banquet, complete with table and chairs, appears.

12

Magically cleans and refreshes the puller.

27

Erases the puller’s memory of the last 24 hours.

13

Concealed ceiling vents open and begin to rain snakes, toads,
vermin, etc. on the party.

28

Illusionary music begins to play within the room.

29

Alters temperature of the room (sweltering heat or frigid cold).

30

One-armed Bandit – pulling this lever randomly increases/decreases
the puller’s personal money as determined by the referee.

14
15

Locks/unlocks doors within the dungeon.
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